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Drought boss Shane Stone puts skin in game

New national drought tsar Shane Stone has called for all politics to be taken out of national

disasters and appealed to city people to help farmers in the national interest.

Scott Morrison’s newly appointed co-ordinator-general of drought and north Queensland floods,

the self-described “mad bastard from Darwin”, plans to transfer the success of dealing with the

devastating northern floods last year to the national drought.

Demanding there be government “boots on the ground” and bureaucrats “get dirt under their

fingernails and mud on their boots”, the former Northern Territory chief minister believes there

has been a failure to communicate what farmers are suffering and what is being done to help

them.

“We all have to work on the drought together. We have to get the politics out of it because no

one wins out of these droughts and  disasters,” Mr Stone said.

He has approached former Labor leader Simon Crean to join his advisory board to broaden the

advice he receives.

Amid national farmers’ protests over drought relief and water allocations, the Prime Minister

appointed Mr Stone on Thursday to the extra role of co-ordinator- general of drought, citing the

success of the aid program for the Queensland floods.

Apart from the farmers, Pauline Hanson’s One Nation and 2GB radio broadcaster Alan Jones

have been highly critical of the  Coalition government’s drought aid response, asking “Who’s in

charge?”. Nationals’ leader and Deputy Prime Minister Michael McCormack has been singled out

for criticism.

On Friday, Mr Stone said he believed the government’s drought response hadn’t got the credit it

deserved because of a lack of understanding of what was being done, divisions among farmers
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and a failure of communications.

Mr Stone said there would  always be critics and not everyone could be helped but he intended to

work the same way he had dealt with the floods in Queensland, where there was general

satisfaction with the government response. “I have gone from handling a northern flood to

handling a national issue,” he said.

“We have to get into the same space with the drought as we did with the floods.”

Mr Stone said people needed to know why it was important to help farmers, not to just

sympathise, that co-ordination was essential and that government officials on the ground had to

listen to farmers and “come with hope”.

“If you can’t come with hope, you may as well not come,” he said.

Mr Stone, a former Liberal Party president during the Howard years, said he had learnt “the

lessons of engagement and getting the story out through communications and showing people

we care”.

He said people in the city needed to know that helping farmers was about limiting the economic

and social cost of drought to the nation as a whole. “The effect of the drought on GDP, mainly in

rural and regional centres, is between $9.5bn and $14bn,” he said.

Mr Stone said he would start a journey through northern NSW, Queensland and the Territory on

Monday that would stretch from Moree to Katherine and last until December 20.

“I’m a senior bureaucrat without an office ... I’ve got a LandCruiser out there somewhere and

more than half my agency staff will be spread across northern NSW and Queensland,” he said.

Mr Stone said as a public service member, he was entitled to another $100,000 a year for the

new responsibilities but it would not be processed to show he had “some skin in the game”.
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